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Lamina spreader technique improves debridement of loose bone and cement in total knee arthroplasty
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Abstract

Loose bone and cement can promote polyethylene wear that may lead to failure in total knee arthroplasty. The authors propose a technique to enhance the debridement of loose bodies by distracting the cemented components with a lamina spreader following standard debridement with pulsatile lavage. Cement and bone/soft tissue debris was recovered from 51 consecutive primary total knee arthroplasty patients. This technique facilitated the removal of hidden debris in 80% of patients (41/51). On average, 2.6 fragments measuring 158 mm³ were removed per patient. The authors advocate that distraction with a lamina spreader be used to reduce potential sources of wear.
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Introduction

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) has proven to be an invaluable treatment for the debilitating pain and dysfunction associated with osteoarthritis. The overall survivorship of TKA has been quoted by numerous studies to be from 91-98% after 15-23 years.1-5 The widespread performance of TKA is projected to continue, with demand to increase 673% by 2030; consequently, the rate of revision is expected to increase by 601% in that same time.6 Common reasons for TKA revision include infection (18.4%), aseptic loosening (23.1%), instability (17.7%), and polyethylene wear (18.1%).7

Despite major advances in mechanical engineering and materials science over the last few decades, mechanical wear still plays a critical role in the failure of TKA. It occurs via mechanisms such as abrasion, adhesion, and fatigue. Third body wear is a form of abrasive wear that occurs when loose bodies such as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), bone, metal, or polyethylene grind between articulating surfaces and damage the implant, primarily affecting the polyethylene insert.8 It has been shown that the age of the prosthesis correlates with the amount of particulate debris. Furthermore, the amount of debris adjacent to the implant correlates with the extent of surface damage.9 Que et al. demonstrated with electron microscopy that loose PMMA and bone debris caused significant surface damage to femoral articulating surfaces.10 With roughened surfaces, third body abrasive wear is increased, perpetuating polyethylene wear debris, forming a cycle which results in the failure of the prosthesis. The buildup of debris not only damages the implant, but causes bone resorption via the recruitment of macrophages.11,12 For these reasons, prevention of third body wear should be a high priority. In this article, the authors present a technique involving the distraction of cemented components using a lamina spreader; this technique successfully facilitates the removal of third body debris that would be missed after standard debridement with pulsatile irrigation.

Surgical Technique

This project was approved by an institutional review board. A total of 51 consecutive patients with severe arthritis of the knee underwent primary TKA using a posterior stabilized system.
(Depuy, Warsaw IN) by a single total joint surgeon (AO). After all components were cemented (Depuy, Warsaw IN), with the trial polyethylene removed, a standard debridement was performed where the knee was hyperflexed and all visible debris was removed from the anterior, posterior, medial, and lateral surfaces and the joint was flushed with three liters of pulsatile irrigation (Pulsavac, Zimmer Inc., Warsaw IN). Following this standard debridement, the posterior compartment of the knee was exposed by flexing the knee to 90 degrees and having the assistant pull up on the distal thigh against gravity (Figure 1). A lamina spreader was introduced to the non-articulating, posterior aspect of the tibial and femoral components, and gentle distraction was applied to improve the inspection of the posterior compartment (Figure 1). An additional debridement was performed and any remaining cement and bone/soft tissue fragments were removed and measured. After placement of the final polyethylene insert and final knee stability testing, the knee underwent standard closure.

Figure 1: Intra-operative photograph demonstrating the distraction technique. A carefully placed lamina spreader distracts the femoral and tibial components after cementation in a flexed knee. Improved posterior visualization is achieved benefiting debridement.
Results

Distraction with a lamina spreader facilitated the removal of hidden cement or bone/soft tissue fragments in 80% of patients (41/51); this debris would have been missed after standard debridement with pulsatile irrigation alone. Table 1 shows the quantity and size of the loose fragments. Overall, 35 patients (69%) had cement fragments removed, and 24 patients (47%) had bone/soft tissue fragments removed. It is worth noting that for one patient, distraction allowed visualization of an actively bleeding vessel which was then cauterized.

Table 1. Quantity and size of loose bodies found using the distraction technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Average volume (mm$^3$)</th>
<th>Range (mm$^3$)</th>
<th>Average # removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>5-926</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Tissue or Bone</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>2-1913</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>2-1913</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Loose bone and cement fragments can have a detrimental effect on polyethylene wear. Although it is now less common than previously reported, polyethylene wear still accounts for 7-18% of TKA failure.\textsuperscript{7,13-15} Reducing third body debris is critical to the prevention of wear. The technique presented here is noteworthy in that it facilitated the removal of hidden loose bodies in 80% of patients. The discovery of cement fragments in 69% of patients is also substantial, as research has shown that cement debris leads to a significantly higher wear rate than bone debris.\textsuperscript{16}

Standard surgical technique for TKA emphasizes the removal of all visible bone and cement debris after the insertion of components. Despite a surgeon’s best efforts to remove debris, studies have demonstrated a high potential for retained loose bodies after pulsatile irrigation during TKA.\textsuperscript{17-19} Helmers et al. found an average of 537 mg/L of debris, 79% of which was bone, after irrigating with 3 liters of solution prior to implantation.\textsuperscript{17} Following implantation, an average of 217 mg/L, 52 mg/L, and 49 mg/L of debris was found after pulsatile irrigation with a fourth, fifth, and sixth liter of fluid respectively; 53% of particles were bone and 47% were PMMA and soluble organics.\textsuperscript{17} De Baets et al. found that an average of 134.9 mg of debris was retrieved prior to closure of TKA; debris recovered consisted of bone (56.5%), cement (42.0%), and metal (1.5%).\textsuperscript{18} A study by Niki et al. identified 6-20 debris particles >1 mm in size after one liter of pulsatile irrigation.\textsuperscript{19} The results of the present study are consistent with previous literature. Three liters of pulsatile irrigation was performed, yet on average, 2.6 fragments were removed following distraction with a lamina spreader. This technique is limited in that it only aids debridement of grossly visible fragments, despite third body wear being known to occur with microscopic particles. Potential complications that could occur with this technique might include scratching the articular surface of the components, if care is not taken during placement; also, excessive distraction could cause damage to the posterior capsule, affecting gap balancing and stability.
Conclusion

The authors demonstrate that a simple distraction technique can facilitate the removal of retained cement and bone/soft tissue debris in 80% of patients. In 51 patients, an average of 2.6 hidden fragments with a size of 158 mm$^3$ (larger than a standard pencil eraser) was removed during distraction with a lamina spreader. The authors advocate that distraction with a lamina spreader be used during TKA as a means to reduce potential sources of third body wear.
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